Woo Hoo! Guess who’s taking up golf? Why, it’s Homer Simpson, Bart Simpson and Krusty the Clown — all in the name of talking golf head covers from Gazelle, a manufacturer of fun stuff for golfers.

We’re assuming, though, the company recently introduced these Simpsons golf head covers for the hitters who aren’t overly serious about the game. After all, when you squeeze the Bart Simpson head cover, you’ll hear Bart in his exuberant, soprano voice yell, “Play it where it lays, home-boy.” That’s just one of his four smart-aleck remarks.

Yes, you can assume a serious golfer is saying, “D’oh,” after hearing about this product launch. But at least the expression comes from the mouth of the man who made it famous.

Homer’s head cover speaks five lines in his distinctive, whiny voice, including, “Mmmmm, an open faced club sandwedge,” and “Woo hoo, d’oh, mmmmh.”

The idea for the Simpsons golf head line came from a conversation between a Gazelle customer and Leo Goshgarian, president of Gazelle.

“He was telling me that he watched the show all the time with his kids,” says Goshgarian, a veteran of 30 years in the toy industry. “I did some checking and the demographic of the show was predominantly male, 18 to 45 years old. I knew at that point it was going to be a good fit.”

Also new from Gazelle, a golf head cover featuring the Gopher from Caddyshack. The Gopher will not only sound like it did in the movie, it will be movin’ and jivin’ like it did in the film.

The products are available to golf shops throughout the country or at www.golfinstuff.com.